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Introduction

For patients, navigating the U.S. healthcare system can be difficult due to its complexity. Patients with a multi-layered condition like diabetes can face challenges accessing the full range of healthcare providers who are trained and qualified to ensure patients receive the care that best meets their individual needs. However, overcoming barriers and leveraging the right array of healthcare providers to cooperatively treat a complicated and prevalent disease state such as diabetes can mean better health maintenance, faster healing, and less discomfort for patients, demonstrating the best offerings of interprofessional, collaborative healthcare practice. (National Council of State Boards of Nursing, 2009).

The proportion of adults reporting barriers to timely primary care has increased over the past decade, according to a recent study in the Archives of Internal Medicine. More than 12% of respondents to the National Health Interview Survey reported at least one barrier to primary care, including the hours available to patients, transportation problems and excessive wait times for appointments. Barriers reported were actually up over the last 10 years from 2009, and solutions cited included increasing the supply and availability of primary care providers (Cheung, Wiler, & Ginde, 2011).

Delivering quality, cost-effective patient care can sometimes be inhibited by practitioner “turf” battles, when multiple providers can offer the same or similar services. These battles are often the result of tension between a provider who has traditionally performed a procedure or treated a certain condition versus a provider whose scope of practice is growing and can now treat the patient autonomously or as part of the healthcare team. Consider the case of diabetes, which a third of Americans will have by 2050 if current trends continue (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). According to the American Diabetes Association, patients with diabetes have average medical expenses approximately 2.3 times higher than patients without the disease. It is estimated that one in every 10 healthcare dollars is spent on diabetes (American Diabetes Association, 2007). States are looking to various policy options to help curb this detrimental and costly issue facing many citizens (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2010).
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Many healthcare providers treat diabetes and its related conditions. Scope of practice battles can lead to legislation preventing a nurse practitioner from treating diabetic patients without a doctor’s oversight or limiting the area adjacent to the feet that a foot and ankle surgeon can treat. Across the country, more than 960 bills impacting scope of practice were proposed in 2011 (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2011). Restrictions in scope of practice can impede a patient’s effort to seek treatment from a full range of professionals. Optimally, care is delivered most effectively when the entire team of healthcare providers collaborates to use each member’s unique and specialized training and expertise to help patients manage their diabetic symptoms and find comfort.

The following four examples illustrate a variety of effective healthcare provider partnerships where the diabetic patient can benefit from collaborative care.

**Foot and Ankle Surgeons (DPM) Collaborate with a Diverse Team of Health Professionals to Benefit Hospitalized Diabetic Patients**

Diabetic foot ulcers are estimated to have an occurrence rate of approximately 25% of patients with diabetes (Singh, Armstrong, & Lipsky, 2005). One of the sequelae of ulceration is infection, which has been reported to range anywhere from 40%-80% (Prompers et al., 2008). Diabetic foot ulcers are the most common reason for hospital admissions as well as lower extremity amputations (Lavery, Armstrong, Wunderlich, Tredwell, & Boulton, 2003; Lipsky & Sharp, 2004; Lavery et al. 2009; Berendt et al., 2008). Even within the diabetic population, risk for hospital admission is 56 times greater and risk for amputation in diabetics with foot ulcers versus diabetics without ulceration is 155 times greater (Lavery et al., 2006). Once a diabetic foot ulcer or infection has occurred, a multidisciplinary approach is imperative for treatment of this potentially devastating condition.

Using a fictitious case report as an example, a typical scenario is a 55-year-old male who presents to the emergency department with fevers and chills as well as increasing redness, swelling, and drainage from a foot ulcer that he has had for several weeks. The patient has poorly-controlled diabetes with peripheral neuropathy. The patient is admitted to the hospital through the internal medicine hospital team and started on IV antibiotics. The infectious disease team is consulted for the appropriate broad spectrum coverage. With this typical condition, the patient’s diet is so poorly managed that both endocrinology and dietitians are necessary.

The foot and ankle surgical service is consulted to evaluate the extent of the infection. Advanced practice providers such as nurse practitioners are part of the foot and ankle team. In order for proper healing to occur, the patient must have an adequate vascular supply, which can be assessed using non-invasive methods such as transcutaneous oxygen pressures and arterial Doppler studies. If there is a poor vascular supply, the vascular surgery or interventional radiology team can perform revascularization.

Radiographs of the foot may or may not reveal osseous changes consistent for osteomyelitis and advanced imaging such as magnetic resonance imaging can be used to aid in the diagnosis of osteomyelitis. If the bone is infected, the foot and ankle surgeon may perform amputation of the infected bone and/or soft tissue. Once the infected tissue has been removed, the wound care center may use hyperbaric oxygen, dressing changes, or a wound vacuum to aid in soft tissue healing and coverage. Once the wound is healed, accommodative inserts can prevent further ulceration and reduce the risk of the ulceration cycle beginning again.

The use of a total team approach is absolutely necessary for treatment and prevention of diabetic foot ulcers and infections. Every member of the treatment team offers valuable expertise that leads to the proper prevention and care of these conditions, making it an optimal patient experience (Carls et al., 2011).

**Diabetes Care Collaboration between Nurse Practitioners, Certified Diabetes Educators and Doctors of Pharmacy Help Patients**

A nurse practitioner (NP) manages comprehensive care for chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus through a multi-disciplinary practice where patients’ needs are met by a variety of healthcare professionals. Consider the fictitious case report of a 48-year-old African-American female who has had Type 2 diabetes for more than eight years. The NP seeing her for the initial visit notices that her hemoglobin A1C (HbA1c) is 10.2% and her fasting blood glucose is 334 mg/dL. The patient reports blurred vision, polydipsia, and polyuria...
occurring for weeks. Her current medications include glipizide 5mg daily, metformin 850mg twice a day, and lisinopril 20mg daily; she is only testing her blood glucose each morning. She is drinking juice to satisfy her thirst and is not exercising on a regular basis. She has smoked half a pack of cigarettes daily for more than 25 years and expresses interest in quitting.

After discussing treatment options with the patient, the NP initiates daily long-acting insulin therapy and increases the frequency of self-monitoring blood glucose levels to include at least one postprandial reading a day along with fasting levels. Because she will need increasing doses of insulin to help her reach a goal of 7.0% HbA1c, she is directed to increase the dose of insulin glargine by 2 units every 3 days as long as her fasting blood glucose is over 120 mg/dL.

In order to provide comprehensive care for the patient, the NP involves other team members at the clinic. The patient is referred to a certified diabetes educator to teach her how to administer her insulin and manage other aspects of diabetes care, such as hypoglycemia management and exercise. The educator instructs the patient to record blood glucose readings and then establishes a mechanism for reporting readings on a weekly basis. By collaborating with the NP and sharing aspects of the patient's plan of care via the electronic medical record (EMR), the educator can assist with further insulin titrations between her clinic visits (Deakin, McShane, Cade, & Williams, 2002; O'Connor & Sperl-Hillen, 2009).

The patient is also referred to a nutritionist to learn about protein intake and carbohydrate counting, healthy food choices, and weight management and scheduled to see a pharmacist practitioner who has a Doctorate of Pharmacy (Pharm D) for smoking cessation. The pharmacist practitioner involves her in a support group for smoking cessation and initiates over-the-counter agents to manage nicotine cravings. Again, the plan of care and the patient's responses are shared via the EMR so that the entire team is informed.

The patient enrolls in the clinic's comprehensive diabetes management classes where diabetic educators and nurses teach topics such as management of hypoglycemia, foot care, balancing exercise and diet, and coping with lifestyle changes. Small group sessions offer the additional advantage of allowing patients to learn from each other's experiences and receive social support from people with common issues.

On her second clinic visit three months later, the patient is testing her blood sugars at least twice a day and taking a higher dose of glargine. The current blood glucose level is 178 mg/dL and the HbA1c is 7.8%. She stopped smoking five weeks ago. Although the patient did not reach the optimum goal of a HbA1c of 7%, her overall status has improved greatly. Through the use of interprofessional collaboration, the patient has benefited from the collective expertise of multiple healthcare professionals to help her cope with this chronic disease.

**CRNAs and Health Psychologists Work in Tandem to Treat Pain Effectively in Diabetic Patients**

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNAs) who practice as pain specialists treat patients at pain care centers and clinics. CRNAs are often asked to see diabetic patients who are showing signs and symptoms that indicate pain management is needed. Often, these patients, experiencing painful peripheral neuropathies, have sought treatment from a variety of practitioners, hoping that what each individual practitioner has in their “black bag” will relieve their discomfort.

CRNA pain specialists are adept at evaluating and diagnosing multiple focal, regional, and global pain conditions and providing multiple approaches in pain medication management, including high-dose opioid therapy and interventional pain techniques. Many CRNAs have acquired individual clinical skills in hypnotherapy, botanical medicine, homeopathy, and psychotherapy as well.

What individual CRNA pain specialists have to offer may well benefit many patients suffering with peripheral neuropathies; however, it is fully recognized that long before patients experience signs and symptoms, there have been underlying biochemical changes that precede the manifestation of pain. Dysfunction in the areas of assimilation, defense and repair, energy, biotransformation, and elimination, as well as integrated psychological and emotional stressors, sleep disturbances, and dietary imbalances (particularly grossly deficient consumption of fresh, whole plant foods) have all contributed to set the stage from which signs and symptoms emerge and are maintained.
CRNAs function from a “whole person” or “holistic” perspective, recognizing that their particular training and clinical skills firmly rely upon an integrated approach to treatment. From a CRNA standpoint, relying only upon a particular injection technique or sole opioid management, while ignoring the entirety of the human matrix, is considered inadequate to address and treat a diabetic patient’s painful condition. As whole-system practitioners, CRNAs recognize that successful evaluation and management of pain related to peripheral neuropathies requires access to, and coordination among, multiple healthcare practitioners, each having highly specialized input to treat the entire patient’s needs optimally.

Frequently, consideration must be given to long-term opioid management for patients with severe neuropathies. Such an approach requires careful consideration of the impact of opioids, specifically on the immune, gastrointestinal, and central nervous systems; assessment of elimination pathways; and both the beneficial and risk factor effects opioids can have on psychological, emotional, and general human functioning. This is where the value of the interprofessional approach becomes evident. For opioid management to be successful, patients must also have a thorough assessment by a health psychologist, which includes identification of psychological and emotional risk factors. While medications are prescribed by a CRNA pain specialist, it is really a joint decision that is made between the health psychologist and medication prescriber as to whether a certain person is a good candidate for long-term opioid therapy. Additionally, many patients are enrolled in a health psychologist-sponsored pain management education program that includes presentations by various healthcare experts on such topics as dietary factors related to pain, stress management, movement therapies, mindfulness training, and acupuncture. Individualized psychological counseling is provided as needed and continued monitoring of pain reduction and improved functioning is jointly assessed by the CRNA pain specialist and the health psychologist. General laboratory and urine metabolite values are routinely monitored and all local referring primary care physicians have access to electronically maintained pain clinic records on their patients.

Coordination of Diabetic Primary Care through Licensed Naturopathic Physicians Aids Patients

Type 2 diabetes epitomizes the need for “holism” in clinical medicine because diabetes impacts all systems in the body – including the emotional and spiritual “systems.” The training and practice philosophy of licensed naturopathic physicians (NDs) establish the framework for a clinical approach that routinely includes the “whole person” (Fleming & Gutknecht, 2010). NDs are prepared and eager to include holism in diabetes treatment and management, while recognizing both the severity of risk from this debilitating chronic disease and the need for frequent multidisciplinary medical management. Classified as “complementary and alternative medicine” by the National Institutes of Health, NDs play diverse roles in patients’ care, which are dependent upon their scope of practice in an individual state. In most cases, NDs contribute to diabetes care as an adjunctive provider to patients’ primary and specialty care providers; however, NDs serve as primary care providers in Alaska, California, Montana, New Hampshire, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Vermont. Even though technically an adjunct provider, NDs frequently act as de facto primary care providers in their ability to consolidate and coordinate care for patients (Fleming & Gutknecht, 2010).

Regardless of their formal role, they share a common approach to diabetes care, which is to re-establish the foundation of health by offering guidance and support to establish healthy dietary, physical activity, stress management, and sleep habits, combined with the coordination of specialty providers as needed to establish a patient’s optimal care team. In their efforts to help patients coordinate the complex care teams often required to treat diabetes, NDs collaborate with many providers from diverse disciplines. Because recent survey findings report that patients with poorly-controlled diabetes may pursue complementary and alternative medicine secondary to dissatisfaction with their conventional healthcare (Bradley et al., 2011), and approximately 13% of all visits to NDs are by people with diabetes (Hawk, Ndetan, & Evans, 2012), NDs have a unique opportunity to re-engage patients in their self-management and necessary medical care.

The evidence supporting the role of NDs in diabetes care comes from two practice-based observational
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studies describing patient and practice characteristics and evaluating practice outcomes in cohorts of patients pursing ND care for their diabetes (Bradley & Oberg, 2006; Bradley et al., 2009). Data from these studies suggest NC care is mostly adjunctive (80%) and that guideline-recommended (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2006) dietary and physical activity counseling is delivered at a very high frequency (90-100% of patients receive). Supporting a “holistic” approach, including emotional health, stress management counseling is also delivered commonly (47% of patients received). Referrals to other provider types were common and included: nutritionists for additional dietary support, psychologists for behavioral counseling, acupuncturists for pain management, and other specialty ND providers including physical medicine (i.e., massage, osseous adjustments, and other manual therapies) and homeopathy. Additionally, clinical risk factors appear to improve during ND care for diabetes, including improved glucose control, blood pressure, and triglycerides. New “control” per American Diabetes Association standards was achieved in an additional 26% of patients for glucose, 16-27% of patients for blood pressure, and 14% of patients for triglycerides. One of these reports (Bradley & Oberg, 2006) also includes some specifics on the frequency of common dietary recommendations to patients, e.g., higher protein (88%), lower simple carbohydrates (81%), high fiber (75%), low glycemic index (50%), etc. and the evidence base for commonly recommended clinical nutritional treatments, (e.g., omega-3 fatty acids=Grade B).

A typical fictitious case illustration is an obese 55-year-old woman with poorly-controlled diabetes, pain in multiple joints, and suspected ophthalmic complications. Because of her dissatisfaction with prescription medications for her diabetes, she has not visited her primary care provider for three years, does not take her prescribed oral medications regularly due to side effects, and is unaware of her current glycemic status.

On a review of systems, she complains of blurry vision that has worsened over the last year, but denies having an optometry or ophthalmology consultation within the past five years. In addition to complaints about her vision, she has foot, ankle, and knee pain, which limits her physical activity. She also reports sleep disruptions, including snoring and “panicky breathing” that wake her from sleep. Upon reviewing her diet and self-care practices, she has a very high carbohydrate-based diet (including nightly binges on high-carbohydrate foods), she does not monitor her blood glucose, and she limits her physical activity to essential walking during activities of daily living, and reports her stress level as an “eight out of 10” due to workplace stress and emotional abuse. The ND learns through physical exam that her blood pressure is 155/95 mmHg, she has reduced visual acuity, has reduced peripheral pulses, and poor differentiation of sites upon monofilament testing. Her point-of-care hemoglobin A1C (HbA1c) is 9.5%.

In this clinical situation, the ND will counsel the patient on self-efficacy strategies to re-engage her in the healthcare system and her own self-management. The ND will initiate counseling on dietary strategies to reduce blood glucose and may recommend more intensive counseling by a nutritionist. Because there are specific eating behaviors that are contributing to her poor glucose control, additional referral is likely to a behavioral psychologist; ideally those dually trained in clinical nutrition or disordered eating, to assist with cognitive behavior approaches to improve her eating patterns and to address her reaction to the underlying work place stressors. In the interim, the ND is likely to recommend mind-body therapies, like meditation, yoga, or Qigong for stress management (Rosenzweig et al., 2007; Hegde et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2010). In addition to providing recommendations for adjunctive clinical nutrition interventions for her suspected neuropathy, e.g., alpha-lipoic acid or vitamin B12, the ND would likely either refer to a podiatrist, neurologist, physical therapist, chiropractor, and/or physiotherapist to assist her in securing appropriate footwear and additional assessment of the contribution of neuropathy versus postural patterns to her current physical pain (Ziegler, Ametov, & Barinov, 2006; Ziegler & Gries, 1997; Ziegler et al.,1999; Ziegler, Nowak, Kempler, Vargha, & Low, 2004; Sun, Lai, & Lu, 2005).

Because prescription medication management is required for her elevated blood glucose and hypertension, the ND may manage these medications directly or more commonly refer back to the acting primary care provider (or offer resources for establishing new primary care). A consultation with a pharmacist would be arranged as needed to provide an opportunity to discuss medication side effects. She would also be referred
to an optometrist or ophthalmologist who is a retinal specialist for a complete retinal examination. Finally, because of the disrupted sleep reported on her review of systems, she would be referred to a sleep specialist for assessment of obstructive sleep apnea.

The ND will also utilize available community resources, e.g., job placement or job counseling services, in their approach to diabetes care (as called for in the Chronic Care Model), recognizing that her current work environment negatively impacts her self-management behaviors (Bodenheimer, Wagner, & Grumbach, 2002a, Bodenheimer, Wagner, & Grumbach, 2002b).

After three months of care, the patient found prescription medications that she tolerates and adheres to with the coordinated assistance of her primary care provider and a pharmacist, had visited an ophthalmologist and had surgical stabilization of early diabetic retinopathy, had been fitted with a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) device that improved her sleep quality, and returned to her nutritionist and psychologist frequently to continue her exploration of her disordered eating and the triggers for her behavior. She also found she enjoys the calm of meditation and practices it regularly when stressed at work. She found the new low glycemcic index; high plant-based protein diet recommended by her ND kept her blood glucose well-balanced and reduced the urges for additional snacking. Her blood pressure now reaches recommended targets for control at 128/78 mmHg and her hemoglobin A1c has been reduced to 7.3%, approaching good control.

A naturopathic physician focuses on helping patients improve their diet, engage in physical activity and reduce stress levels, while providing expert advice on clinical nutrition approaches to treatment and helping patients navigate the complex world of both complementary and conventional medical specialists. In collaboration with a team of healthcare providers, this holistic approach to caring for patients with chronic conditions like Type 2 diabetes can help break the pattern of treating Type 2 diabetes like an acute condition, by exemplifying the benefits of embracing the complementary and cooperative roles of diverse healthcare providers to help ensure every patient achieves a state of ongoing wellness.

**Strengthening Interprofessional Collaboration for Patients**

In order to meet the needs of a growing diabetic population, efforts must be made to expand access to all clinicians, while also strengthening the infrastructure of clinical practice and facilitating the delegation of tasks to a broadened spectrum of caregivers in new models of care. Optimal patient care for those with diabetes and other healthcare needs will best come from protecting patients’ ability to access all types of healthcare professionals. This includes the obvious cost savings that could be achieved by allowing for a range of access to various providers who could offer more cost-effective options to achieve good outcomes.

Yet, in the face of looming provider shortages, many allopathic- and osteopathic-organized medical associations continue work to limit the scope of practice of non-MD or DO providers. Often, this is due to misinformation about the training, education, licensure, certification, and modern scope-of-practices of healthcare practitioners. With the healthcare system in the United States at a crossroads and in a time of economic uncertainty, all members of the healthcare team must strive to provide patients access to safe, high-quality, and cost-effective healthcare. This is paramount for effectively responding to the diabetes epidemic and the high societal and personal costs at stake if collaboration is not optimized to serve this population effectively.

Each of the cases discussed above outlines collaborative care for the patient with diabetes and has been written by representatives of organizations that typify the members of the Coalition for Patients’ Rights (www.patientsrightscoalition.org). The Coalition represents more than 3 million licensed healthcare professionals committed to ensuring patients have the right to make informed decisions about their healthcare and who provides it to them and their families. More than 37 national and state-based associations belong to the coalition and collectively they are dedicated to educating the public and decision-makers about the importance of collaborative healthcare teams and the qualified professionals who are team members. The Coalition recognizes that in order to meet the American healthcare system’s growing and increasingly diverse needs, patients must rely on a diverse array of licensed healthcare professionals, including advanced practice and registered nurses, audiologists, foot and ankle surgeons, naturo-
pathic doctors, occupational therapists, physical therapists, and psychologists. The Coalition was created to protect patient access to their choice of clinicians. The Coalition has worked to provide a variety of materials and resources for professionals, patients, legislators, and policymakers, and has also facilitated in-person meetings to advance the discussion around patient access to a full spectrum of providers.

Patients with diabetes highlight exactly why healthcare professionals must not waste time battling over scope of practice issues and get back to caring for patients. Resources are more wisely spent working together to provide the complex care diabetic patients and others need. By collaborating, professionals share a variety of valuable perspectives and experiences to provide the best care.
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